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iWhy Work Harder?
'‘H E strike of the electric m eter readers has generated w hat can only
be described as a m ild hysteria on the p art of the daily press.
jot only have the m eter readers
denounced as little short of
^mnist-led saboteurs, bu t their
i has provided a golden oppor| fo r o u r Fleet Street Stakhanj t o . lead us once again into a
■pur p roduction— w ith thernf l e l l behind the battle-lines.
[have, of course, been on the
■or a long time now, and
unlike Pavlov’s famous monK e y have not produced on their
J«rs any great literary works, they
ptaged continually to find argu■ j somebody else doing a lot
Jk. Ever since, in 1939, the
jpnent problem was solved in
old way, the cry has been for
Ftnore production. To win the
p in the export drive, and now
[the war again even before it
p chair-borne troops have been
I for words explaining the absoYal necessity for more production,
pntly, however, our efforts have
i sufficient. No matter how we
Earned and toiled—and what
(Britisher has not bent his back
little bit more? (Apart from
Jcked meter readers and the
joulders who went to the footp is)—no matter how much we
it is not enough,
iu o n , so Mr. R. R. Stokes told
3tction time, has gone up 40%
■946. Not enough. Production
Tpi such that in every line of in| firms have been declaring record
with dividends in some cases in
fj and 60 per cent, range. Not
h. Still the cry goes up for more
[Store and more, in order simply to
Jfce the national economy.
& what none of the bright propaT s ts ever seem to do is to stop and
fthemseives whether the increases in
"faction for which they so vociferJy shout are really going to solve
hing? For, obviously, in a capitalist
rid it is not the slightest use producing
■Js if they cannot be sold.
In order to meet expanding production
must be expanding markets, and
seems that the one feature (it happens
(be just about the most important one)
Britain's situation with regard to
'fid economics which our political,
5de union, economist and journalist
kesmen completely ignore, is that
jprld markets for manufactured goods
shrinking, not expanding.
[This is no new development. World
Ndkets for British goods have been
finking for the last 75 years. The
tesperate struggle to maintain them has
i Pbviov was a R ussian •cuf.ntist who. declared,
thitt if a given number of: monkeys tapped
away at a. certain number o f typewriter* tor
a s*uffici«ni number of years they would type
out “ the whole ox Shakespeare's plays, the
Bible and the timetable (or the London M id
land and. Scottish R ailw ay/' Or words go
Shat effect;

A FR IC A N A FFA IR S
Tears of the Crocodile
’VTfHEN Rev. Michael Scott appeared
*
as spokesman for the tribe of
Hereros before the United Nations, the
South African delegate. Dr. Ddnges,
protested that it was not legal for in
dividuals to receive a hearing which
should only be accorded to national
delegates. Such a convenient device
ensures that dissident groups never get
a hearing having no nation status and
hence no national delegate.
Under the heading “U.K. Backs Malan
on Legal Issue,"1 the Observer reports
of Sir Gladwyn Jebb, Britain's repre
sentative, who associated himself with
Dr. Ddnges' powerful speech;
“ ‘However deeply we may feel on
political issues,’ Sir Gladwyn said, ’and
■tore particularly on the type of issue
under consideration, we must try, as the
Charter itself suggests, to keep the rela
tion of law firmly in our minds. Dis
regard of the law. disregard of the legal
implications of the Charter, can only
shake confidence in the organisation.'
“ He added that Britain would be the
first to agree that petitioners should be
heard when the Charter allowed it, and
referred to the appearance of petitioners
from Togoland.”
Backing Malan still seems to us like
cfcma Hitler or Franco,

W E E K L Y

been the cause of our part in the two
world wars of this century, to mention
only one aspect of the price we have
to pay to-day for the fantastic expansion
of British industry during the 19th
century.
Britain was first in the field of
capitalist industry—of large-scale manu
facture for profit. Getting away to a
flying start, she soon earned the name
of “Workshop of the World”, with the
result that by 1870 one-third of the
entire world's manufactured goods were
produced in this country. Two-fifths of
the world’s total exports came from
Britain—a little group of islands con
taining one-fiftieth of the world's
population !■
It was, of course, too good to last.
First Germany and America, then Japan,
the rest of Europe and gradually the rest
of the world, began to produce for them
selves what they had first bought from
Britain. In 1912, in the preface to the
2nd edition of Fields, Factories and
Workshops, Peter Kropotkin was able
to write; “Everywhere we see the same
decentralisation of industry going on,
new nations continually entering the
ranks of those which manufacture for
the world market. Each of these new
comers endeavours to develop, and
succeeds in developing, on its own
territory the principal industries, and

thus frees itself from being exploited by
other nations, more advanced in tech
nical evolution."
With the result that, by 1938, Britain
could claim only one-tenth of the
world's manufactures and one-fifth of the
world’s exports—still a very large share
for a country representing only 2% of
the world's population but only one-half
of what she had enjoyed in her hevday,
1870.
To-day, not only foreign but Common
wealth countries also are producing for
themselves. Australia, New Zealand,
South Africa, India, as well as the
Middle East and the South Americas are
becoming more and more independent of
Britain, while only two months ago,
Canada was shipping back to this coun
try British cars which could no longer
find a market there.
There remains only one large market
still open to British enterprise; China.
Which explains why the British Govern
ment has long since recognised the
Communist Government of China and
continues to trade with her. while at the
same time preparing for war with Com
munist Russia—who also wants a mono
poly of trade with China. Ideologies
don't come into it—it’s purely business!
So we can see that all those propa
gandists for hard work are in fact com
pletely unrealistic and out of date. They
are still thinking in terms of the world
of 1879 instead of 1952. In this they
follow .fiur present Prime Minister, who

M ILITARISM

AND

B V E N a fte r the appointm ent of G eneral T em plar as High ComI m issioner for M alaya, G overnm ent spokesm en have continued to
plug the line th a t the m ain problem s in M alaya are “political, not
m ilitary” . L iberal and progressive observers have stressed for a long
tim e now th a t the C om m unist m enace can only be m et by an enlightened
social policy which will give to the m ulti-racial inhabitants of the M alay
peninsula som ething to offset the prom ises which Com m unist propaganda
offers. W e will not here discuss w hether an Im perialist Pow er can
realistically be expected to offer such a socially enlightened program m e
as to be rew arding on the political field. T he fact, repeatedly stressed'
in F reedom , is th at L ab o u r and C onservative G overnm ents alike have
relied on naked m ilitary force, m artial law, terroristic emergency enact
m ents such as the death penalty for the possession o r arm s. . .

E

G eneral Templar’s appointment is
in line with this militarist policy. It
is said that public opinion (whatever
that term precisely means in this
case) in Malaya w as strongly in
favour of the appointment of a
civilian High Commissioner. Not
only have the Government over
ridden this "public opinion”, but
they have brought under the new
High Commissioner not only the
direction of civil affairs, but also the
control and responsibility for all
police and military operations. They
have, in fact, appointed a military
dictator. The character of General
Templar is of secondary significance
compared with the new terms of
reference of his post.
As usual in England, smooth
words are brought to cover up
reactionary deeds. Mr. Lyttelton,
the Colonial Secretary, in justifying
the new appointment, said that
“the most important object of all is
that there is no division whatever
between the military and civil
authority. There comes a time in
an emergency of this sort when
certain streamlining has to take
place in administration.” So might
have spoken Mussolini or General
Franco. . . .
Meanwhile Mr. Eden has stressed,
in a speech at Columbia University,
that Chinese Communism must be
“contained” in South-East Asia. It
is obvious that Malaya is inexorably
caught up in the pattern of militar
ism that afflicts all protagonists in
present world rivalries.

Social Delays in Singapore
If military matters take precedence over
political administration in Malaya as a
whole, the effect of capitalist economies

is mercilessly exposed by e v e ^ ^ h
Singapore.
“It is a rather bitter irony,” writes the
Manchester Guardian, “that in 1951, the
year of Singapore's record trade boom,
her social development programme
should have suffered a major setback.
Seven and a quarter million tons of
cargo were handled in the port com
pared with five and a half million tons
in 1950 (itself a record year), and the
revenue collected broke all records, but
capital expenditure on medical services
was less than a quarter of what had been
laid down, the house-building target was
not even one-third reached, only eleven
Government schools were built instead
of a projected 23, and the youth clubs,
infant centres, and community centres
envisaged for 1951 were hardly even
started on.”
The Manchester Guardian then goes
on to explain this paradox in terms ex
clusively of capitalist economy: “Prob
ably the main cause of the slow-down
was the Singapore Government’s reaction
to the inflation which sent building
material prices sky-rocketing at the
beginning of the year.” Shortage of
skilled technicians is advanced as
another cause; and “great difficulty in
securing steel, cement, and timber in face
of expanding world demand and of
offers by competing local purchasers."
Despite these difficulties, "Vast schemes
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200 P
Two hundred readers of
Freedom in London and the
Provinces will have received a
reminder that their subscriptions
are due for renewal.
By attending to this matter
promptly, they will be saving us
extra work and expense in
sending out further reminders,
and providing us with the means
for continuing to publish Free
dom each week.

Existentialism, Marxism &
Anarchism)

Threepence
has no grasp of economics at all and
whose political ideas have never left the
19th century in which they were cradled.
From the capitalists’ point of view,
there is only one market still anxious
to buy their products—the Government.
Goods which can be destroyed as soon
as they are made—armaments—can still
be shovelled into the bottomless pit
financed by the State with our money.
Who can doubt that war is now a perma
nent feature of capitalist life?
From the anarchist point of view, it
is easy to demonstrate that British
capitalism in the old form is finished.
The system of production for profit and
not for use has practically burnt itself out
as far as Britain is concerned. Its own
solution—war production—can only lead
to its own destruction.
Only one course remains then: to
scrap the system of production for
profit and create one of production for
use. Just as other countries are becoming
more self-sufficient, so must Britain.
Our industry is more than sufficient to
satisfy our needs, but agriculture and
forestry, deliberately kept down by the
industrialists, must be developed to pro
duce as much as is humanly possible—
and with modern knowledge wedded to
the traditions of good husbandry in
this country we could feed ourselves
better than we are fed to-day.
If this is not done, then we are in
for a thin time, but I cannot see it being
done by our ruling classes. In terms
of. power and pelf they have too much
to lose. They are gonig to lose it any
way, but such is their attitude that they
will happily drag down the whole world
with them. It's up to us to see they
don’t.
And meantime—working harder is just
a waste of life.
P.S.

MALAYA

EGYPT
INFLAMING PUBLIC
OPINION
jyAANY deaths have occurred in Egypt
as a result of the existing struggle
for control of the Suez zone. Every one.
of the deaths is a tragedy, and becomesmore wasteful and meaningless the more,
one realises the purely materialist and.
political struggle.
All governments now use slogans and)
agitators to inflame crowds to acts which
serve the interests of the government but.
which involve loss of life and the en
gendering of a tense atmosphere of
hatred and enthusiasm for sectional
loyalties, in which violence and acts of
sadism flourish. (We have tried, in the
past, to indicate the kind of repressions
and unfulfilled yearnings in individuals
which make them easy game for this
government-inspired agitation.) There
can be no doubt that governments in
flame public opinion intentionally and
that they must therefore bear responsi
bility for the excesses which result.
Newspapers, also, bear their share in
inflaming hatreds and irrationalisms.
One of the results of the tense feeling in
Egypt has been the death of a nun. In
a responsible society, or even among a
group of normal people, such an event
would sober them up and make them
reconsider the path of hatred and dis
cord. In our society, the contrary
happens: the event is seized upon toinflame public opinion still further,
especially at home. In the past, it is
easy to see how useful the death of
Nurse Cavelf, or the sinking of the
Lusitania were to the wartime govern
ments of 1914-18. The manufacture of
afrocity photographs or the deliberatemisuse of genuine ones, are things which,
we know about and are shocked about—
afterwards.
It is revolting therefore to see the:
death of a single woman used to in
tensify irrational hatreds and national
feelings. Hers is as much a tragedy as:
that of any others who have lost their
lives: it becomes much more so when
feeling is prostituted in this way.

of cinema, hotel, and luxury-residence
building were carried through last year,
while queues outside hospitals remained
undiminished, and the shocking con
gestion in the slum areas—the result of
a shortage of 50,000 dwellings—grew
worse because insufficient steel and
cement were available for public
building.”
The consequences are summed-up as
follows: “ The implications of this are
serious. There are still 84,000 Singapore
children for whom there is no school
provision, and not even a fraction of
YWORKERS at Kemsley House, Lonthe public playing grounds they need.
’ ’’ don, home of the Kemsley News
The number of out-patients thronging
papers Ltd.—Daily Graphic, Sunday
the hospital waiting-rooms is now
Graphic,
Sunday Chronicle and Sunday
500,000 a year compared with 90,000
Times—came out on strike last Friday
in pre-war days—largely a result of in
night as a protest against the manage
creased faith in Western medicine. The
ment’s decision to transfer printing of
tuberculosis death-rate is about two and
the Sunday Graphic and Sunday
a half times that of, for example, Italy,
and the number of tuberculosis sufferers Chronicle from London to Manchester.
The reason for the transfer is presum
—in spite of unfaring efforts by the over
ably that London printing workers enjoy
crowded Government hospital and the
privately organised Singapore Tubercu higher rates of pay than the provinces,
and it is therefore in the firm’s in
losis Association—is probably about
terests to have their printing done in
fifty thousand. Only a very greatly ex
Manchester.
panded programme of rehousing can
reduce the ravages of this disease of
This is a trend that, owing to the
squalor and over-crowding. Yet in 1951
soaring costs of paper and all printing
the number of low-cost dwellings built
materials, is going on considerably in the
was hardly enough to house a tenth of trade—to get work done outside London.
the population increase, let alone replace
And it is, of course, a direct result of
existing slums.”
the “differential”, as it is called between
The breakdown of the social service
London and Provincial rates, and for
programmes is due to the trade boom
which London compositors only last year
and is inevitable in a market economy. . imposed an overtime ban and other
Socialists will say, no doubt, that proper
restrictions.
control of prices and of materials would
The Kemsley workers’ direct action,
have eliminated the difficulties. Con
however, has won the day—temporarily
servatives will retort that if there had
at
least. Their strike on Friday night
been such controls there would have
prevented the appearance of the Daily
been no boom. . . .
Graphic on Friday, and would have
Malay and Singapore are a micro
stopped the two Sunday papers as well,
cosm which
displays
the whole
but the management gave in Saturday
’ mechanism of capitalism—wealth and
afternoon and has agreed to open dis
miserable poverty, progressive adminis
cussions with the unions concerned. By
trative aspirations strangled by economic
the time this appears in print, their
repercussions of plenty. It also displays
decision may have been made known.
the aims of imperialism—militarism and
the strong arm instead of enlightenment
and co-operation, it is not difficult to
see that it must be so, and that questions
MR. ECCLES REGRETS
of good intentions and goodwill are
powerless against the logical requirements
Housing may ' be one of the first
of imperialism and the “safeguarding of
victims of economy cuts due to shortage:
our interests.”
of materials.
The Tory hope of providing 300,000*
a year received a blow last night, when
building employers pressed Mr. Eccles,
Copying Russia
Works Minister, for more materials tokeep the industry’s present target—about
Mr. A. Hawthorne Baker, composer,
200,000.
of Coventry, told the Incorporated
Society of Musicians to-day that shortly
The Minister gave no assurance.
after nationalisation of the mines he was
Everything, he said, depended on theinvited to write an official ode cele economy cuts yet to be announced.
brating this glorious event”. The lyrics
If the arms programme took, up most
might well have been written beyond the
of the extra million tons of steel from
Iron Curtain. “I naturally declined as
U.S. then, said Mr. Eccles, building
any musician in this society would,” he
would suffer.
said.—Manchester Ev. News, 2/1/52.
— News Chronicled 15/1/52.

Newspaper Workers*
Lightning Strike
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W e con clud e b elo w ou r con d en sation o f M rs. T h elm a E d g e’s
account o f th e “ C om m unity o f Work B oim on dau ,” and th e
C om m unitarian M ovem en t in E urope. She d escrib es h ere the
system of paym ent for ‘total hum an valu e’ (w h ic h , together w ith
'T'H E second most significant feature of
the Communitarian movement is
payment for “total human value". In
brief, to the amount earned by pro
fessional work is added a sum estimated
to be the value of the member’s con
tribution to the growth of the social
life of the community. This ‘human
value’ payment is divided into two parts
on a points basis. A maximum of 50%
is awarded on intelligence tests, acquired
status, size of family, etc., and remains
static, though subject to revision at
regular periods, or on application to the
tribunal. The other half is assessed each
month according to the social activity of
each individual—attendance at com
munity courses, personal culture carried
on outside working hours, work done for
outside organisation and so on. It
sounds a complicated process, but in
fact works surprisingly well, if a little
stiffly.
The “points" awarded for “social
value" are: Culture and education 5;
Intelligence 9; Family responsibility 9
(single person 1, married 2, one child 3,
two children S. three children 7, four or
more 9); Civic sense and civic activity 9;
Health 9; Practical knowledge 5; Sense
of responsibility 90; Activity in neigh
bourhood groups 7; Willingness to work
6; Personality and character, Spirit of
sociability arid loyalty 5. Total points
obtainable: 180.
This system of social value assessment
is not put forward by Boimondau as
complete or final. They state that it is
the best they have been able to work out
up till now :, other communities have
differing systems. All such attempts to
stimulate the development of each in
dividual and to recognise his whole
human value by payment must be
regarded as experimental.
As basic salaries, the lowest-paid
workers receive £240 a year, chargehands £456, foremen £600, departmental
heads £950, and the head £1,560. The
average for lowest-paid factory workers
elsewhere is £200; the smallest “vital
minimum" trade union rate is £170,
All these systems and procedures were
worked out in an atmosphere of growing
tension under the German Occupation.
The position of the community was not
made easier by their refusing as a body
in 1941 to volunteer for work in Ger
many. This resulted later in a period
of imprisonment for Barbu, complaints
by the Germans about the community
to the Vichy Government, and finally
the authorities decided to confiscate the
machines. Fortunately, warning was
given m time and when troops arrived at
the workshop there were no machines for
them to confiscate.
Clandestine activity called for close
liaison, and as so often happens, the
sense of shared purpose and combined
strength was increased by danger and
difficulty. A farm was bought on a
deserted plateau in the Vercors—the
mountains that lie beyond the Rhdne
valley. Here was not only a hide-out
and meeting place for the maquis, but a
small contingent of the community
worked the land and kept members in
Valance supplied with vegetables.
It was the addition of the farm that
gave rise to the idea bf what was called
tomre-effon. literally, counter-effort.
This was a rotation of workers between
workshops and (arm: the system was con
tinued and extended and was a part of
the community organisation until the
end of 1949. Its weakness lay in a too
rigid application, and it was eventually
drastically limited The original idea
was that everyone, men and women
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ence and have complete control over
their own administration, financial and
technical activities, the agreement binds
them by mutual consent under selfimputed regulations, for concerted action
on maihodt of production, types of pro
ducts. specialisation, and certain pro 
cedures of sales, particularly with regard
to exports.
The agreement was signed in 1949 by
■he three capitalist concerns nnd the iwo
communities of work. Since then La
Belier has withdrawn from the agree
m ent. Much criticism has been levelled
at Boimondau for coming to term s with
a group whose basts o f organisation is in
direct conflict with its ow n.. Boimondau
argues th a t the com m unity docs not exist
in the miUcoium hut in the present d a y :
to survive they m ust, without jeopardis
ing their basis and purpose, live within
the present day. T he point is arguable.
But the fact remains that a small enter
prise which started nine years ago with
• .couple of artisans, a handful o f allw
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BOIMONDAU

th e d ifferen tial b asic w a g e seem s to us the m ost questionable
fe a tu r e ); th e w ar-tim e and p ost-w ar history o f the com m unity; the
attem p t to com b in e factory and farm w ork; the E n te n te Comm vn ita tre; and an oth er w ork-com m unity venture in S w itzerland .

workers and wives, should have a change
of work once every two m onths: the
farm was retained, so factory w orkers
went up to the farm or did a spell in
the canteen, farm workers cam e down to
the factory, wives did a week’s w ork
a t the bench and wom en workers looked
a fte r the children. Factory jobs were
also interchanged. But it finally became
clear that this was a good idea carried
to excess. A certain .am ount o f changeround is still carried on to keep interest
alive and broaden specialist knowledge,
and m em bers go to other factories to
gain experience in their particular line
of w ork: visiting workers also come to
Boim ondau. But as a m em ber of the
com m unity said, “ the farm exchange of
w ork was hopeless. W e got fed up
planting beetroots, and the people from
the farm were no use in the factories.
Even the change-over of factory jobs
slowed dow n production, so we just had
to be realistic and give up the idea.”
A healthy m ark of the com m unity m ove
m ent is its lack of rigidity. A com 
m unity o f w ork is considered to be an
experim ent in organisation, not a cast
iron m ethod.
In 1944, the deserted w orkshop was
burned dow n and B arbu was sent to
Buchenwald. N ine of the m em bers were
seized for deportation. T hree escaped
on route, one was killed resisting arrest,
and two died in concentration camps.
B arbu’s form er assistant, M erm oz, was
elected head.
T hroughout 1945 it seemed th at
nothing could stop the com m unity’s
progress. Legally, they were now defined
as “ A Com m unity of W o rk : W orkers’
Co-operative Society of Production Ltd.,
with variable capital and personnel, in
com m unitarian form .” A t the sam e tim e
they also took the nam e of B oim ondau
(BOItiers de M O N tre d u DAUphind).
Barbu him self decided to enter politics
in order to fight fo r th e legislation
which would recognise the existence of
the already growing num ber o f com 
m unities in France, and the following
year he was elected a deputy of the
D rom e comm une.*
And then, in th at sam e year, 1946, the
French
watch-case
m arket—a t
first
slowly and then with fearful rapidity—
collapsed.
One by one, watch-case
factories cut dow n their staffs { shops
were closed and rival firms watched one
another warily. Since few watch-case
firms em ploy m ore than 200 workpeople,
Boim ondau was recognised as one of the
“ big” concerns in France. But a crackbrained affair, nevertheless, in the opinion
of orthodox industrialists, and one which
would come to grief at the first crisis.
It was argued th at Boimondau had got
well aw ay on a rising m arket after the
war, but th at this proved nothing in
favour of the com m unitarian idea.
However, they were wrong. Boimondau’s
tightly-knit structure and clearly estab
lished principles had not been crystallised
fo r nothing. N o one was laid off: the
handling of a crisis, just as much as that
of a successful position in better times
was considered to be the responsibility
of everyone. Production continued at a
reduced rate, though some of the factory
staff and m any o f the wives had to get
odd jobs elsewhere, and the total earn
ings were distributed equally among the
families . . . N ot only had the com 
m unity wethered ihe crisis with the loss
o f only three m em bers, but it had
em erged as one of the leading producers
of watch-cases in France. P roof of this
cam e in 1949, when three of the largest
private firms expressed the wish to come
to an agreem ent with Boim ondau and a
sister enterprise a t Besancon, Le Belier
(founded during the 1944 crisis by a
group from Boimondau in the old w ork
shop abandoned by Barbu in 1940).
This agreement slated that while the in
dividual members retain their independ

* Within

F K E ID O m

society.

wo* M b e c i l by

UwisKi end fiobi then went to a mail ttsttfitunify on l it Suia* bowler, li woe Men
•oid of him. "He woo i greet men, but too
much of on autocrat.11

sorts, a garage and a new idea had
grown into such a sound concern that
three of the most important watch-case
firms in the country sought an agreement
with the people they had described as
ces types communitaires".
All movements tend to lose their
original idealism.
Boimondau is as
much in danger as any other progressive
social experiment of losing sight of its
first high ideals.
They see themselves as pioneers in
another stage of social development, as
people trying to break away from the
old system most simply described as
capitalism, in which the benevolent
capitalist unfortunately is as dangerous
as the bad, since the system keeps up
the segregation of people by class. “God
bless the squire and his relations, and
keep us in our proper stations”; “The
rich man in his castle, the poor man at
his gate” ; “the deserving poor”; “the
respectable working-class woman” ;—
these were comforting words for the
conservers of the status quo.
Boimondau is linked with other com
munities .of work in France and Switzer
land (including co-operative building
ventures such as the Communauti Ouvrier de Logement at Bordeaux), and a
nascent movement in Italy, through the
Entente Communitaire in Paris.

Besides replying to queries sent by
letter, the Entente receives an average
of 20 visitors a week. They also give
lectures when requested, but only on re
quest since the communitarian movement
as a whole will have nothing to do with
propaganda. But the Entente’s most im
portant work is in the visits made to
communities and in helping new com
munities to start on a proper basis—or
to advise them not to start at all. Wild
enthusiasts who land themselves and
other people in trouble and can damage
the standing of the movement. The
decision to start a community should be
made, they say, with “sober enthusiasm”.
tk

The Communauti Porteurs de Lait in
Geneva is of special interest as a Com
munitarian group a hundred strong,
functioning harmoniously within the
framework of a large co-operative -con
cern. The Union Laitiere are producers
and distributors of dairy produce, with
80 shops and some 800 employees. The
president, Louis Maire is a doctor of
economics ’ with progressive ideas. He
wished to see more freedom given to
men in their jobs and to recreate a sense
of joint responsibility among them. In
1946 he called a meeting between the
directorate of the co-operative, trade
union officials and the men engaged in
milk delivery. He proposed that these

latter should form themselves into a
community of work and direct their own
affairs. This suggestion was accepted
with alacrity. They were left to draw
up their own constitution: and they now
have full responsibility for the adminis
tration and execution of all duties con
nected with the retail distribution of
milk.
This community has been solidly suc
cessful. Since it was founded, sales have
gone up by 40% and there has been a
great improvement in service. Price
contracts with the Union Laitiere for j
the bulk supply of dairy produce have j
been arranged, and within the com- J
munity minimum wages have been J
fixed with individual bonus payments on
retail sales. The community has a
general assembly, and decisions have to j
be reached unanimously. This is the!
only definitely communitarian feature J
about the group which may seem a
cry from Boimondau. But it is an
attempt to put into the men on the jojj
the conduct of their own affairs. Tp
gradual evolution of this community!
of particular interest to the Ent
Communitaire, since it demonstrates^
possibility of developing an autonomy
group with some communitarian chajf
teristics within a large enterprise.'
Finally, one further point is
noting. At last year’s European
'
gress of community delegates, thej
eral Secretary of the Entente renj
that no replica of Boimondau ex|
in Europe—amongst the rural cog
ties. It is of interest that in EL
the only community ventures a r l
No industrial enterprise on iitJ
sembling those of Boimondau'Ij
munity of work seems yet to hav|J
the course.

THE REALITY OF DICTATORSHII
C K reading R ussian Purge by
Beck & Godin, I was struck by
the fact that I seemed to have read
it, or something very like it, a few
years ago. Yet this book is not
another, belated post-war expose of
the Russian police-state, it is an
extremely scholarly and moderate
account of the workings "of the
political inquisition which domin
ates Russia, and in particular an
enquiry into its nature as exempli
fied in the great purge 1936—1939.
The writers are quite undogmatic in
their findings.
The book of which it reminded
me so forcibly was Nineteen Eighty■Four, by George Orwell. It is
difficult to resist the suggestion that
Orwell borrowed heavily from
R ussian Purge, except for the fact
that this book was published in
1951 and Orwell’s in 1948. Un
doubtedly, Orwell studied various
sources of information about the
Russian inquisitorial and penal sys
tem in the contraction of his great
imaginative work. Occasionally,
there are paragraphs in the two
books
which
are remarkably
similar.
“During the journey and in the transit
camps, the political prisoners made their
first acquaintance with criminal prisoners.
These, though a relatively small minority
in comparison with the ‘politicals’,
played the chief r61e in the organisation
of camp labour. They enjoyed special
privileges in comparison with the ‘poli
ticals’. They did not count as ‘enemies
of the people’, and regarded the latter
with contempt. They provided the over
seers and foremen, distributed the work,
and filled nearly all the positions of im
portance to the prisoners’ daily life. The
‘politicals’ ’ first experience, almost with
out exception, was to be robbed of all
their possessions, such as warm clothing
and sound footwear, either on the jour
ney or in a transit camp, or at latest on
arrival at ihe concentration camp. The
criminals drew lots for the booty and
shared it among themselves. This day
light robbery took place quite openly,
under the eyes of the escort, who main
tained strict neutrality in the matter.”
—Russian Purge.
’“The Party prisoners were always
silent and terrified but the ordinary
criminals seemed to care nothing for
anybody, They yelled Insults at ihe
guards, fought hack fiercely when their
belongings were impounded, wrote ob
scene words on the floor, ale smuggled
food which they produced from myster
ious hiding-places in their clothes, and
even shouted down the telescreen when
it tried to restore order. On the other
liand, some of them seemed to be on
good terms with the guards, called them
by nickname and tried to wheedle
cigarettes through the spyhole in the
door. The guards, too, treated the com
mon criminals with a certain forbear
ance. even when they had to handle
them roughly. There was much talk
about the forced-labour camps to which
most of the prisoners expected to be
**m. It was ’all right” in the camps, he
gathered, gg long as you had good con-

tacts and knew the ropes.' There was
bribery, favouritism and racketeering of
every kind, there was homosexuality and
prostitution, there was even illicit alco
hol distilled from potatoes. The posi
tions of trust were given only to the
common criminals, especially the gang
sters and the murderers, who formed a
sort of aristocracy. All the dirty jobs
were done by the politicals.”
—Nineteen Eighty-four.

- It must be noted that, R ussian
Purge makes it clear (unlike many
right-wing attacks on Russia) that
the Russian police hierarchy is n o t
composed of callous brutes and
bloodthirsty sadists; the reality is
more subtle than that. The officials
of the N.K.V.D., it is pointed out,
were essentially m oral men on the
whole, squaring their own con
sciences even when inflicting torture
of the most extreme variety.
“The Russian language has a word
izdevatelstvo, which means contempt for
the weak or helpless. The N.K.V.D. did
not, apart from its methods of interroga
tion, show this characteristic, in spite of
all its severity, except in individual
cases which were not typical of the
system. Indeed, any official whom an
angry prisoner might accuse of such

behaviour felt deeply insulted
mediately tried to justify himselS
— Russian P f

The torture inflicted is
psychological in character—1
dation, threats against relativT
friends, interrogation roua
clock, but chiefly deprivatifi
sleep for stretches of many daa
this last torture, the Russian
write:
“The _need for sleep ultimately!
places every other sensation, even h f
and thirst; it overcomes all resisp
and displaces all power of conceutoT
Among the Chinese and in the ME
Ages preventation of sleep was regsj
as the worst form of torture.”
— Russian Puri

But actual violence resulting!
broken bones, damaged kidnJ
etc., is also part of the RussJ
system of interrogation. But hel
the curious m oral character of <j
inquisitors comes in.
“The N.K.V.D. did not always tal
the time and trouble to apply ‘culturl
methods. The interrogation frequena
began with beating, particularly in t l
08" Continued on p.

-Comment on

A “ Little” Anarchism—Please!
“We need more impatience, more of
that spirit which will never leave a man
at peace unless he is moving forward.
We want to forget ail about security
and jam to-morrow and look at to-day—
and what we are going, to do to-day, not
at what we hope to get out of it. We
live in a nameless age—a grey time,
without fame or fineness.
"There is a sickness abroad to-day.
call it, if you like, a 'sleepy sickness’, and
its chief victims are ourselves—the young
men. The symptoms are all too easily
discernible: a disproportionate and un
healthy yearning for security— bodily
and spiritual—at all costs; an unwilling
ness to throw off this lassitude, to stride
Into the open and fight for himself; a
preference for watching events over
taking a leading part in them. It is the
sickness of our century, the curse of the
Nameless Age.
"The fashion is to administer pallia
tives and soothing drugs to ease the pain
and make the patient comfortable. We
know the drugs—the pension scheme, the
endowment fund, and the hope o f an
easy win on the treble chance. All
highly desirable things, but they are
only palliatives. What must be done
and kept constantly before us as our
goal is to instil in the young workers, at
bench and lathe, a proper pride in their
own work, to teach the young men to
set themselves a goal, an object to be
striven for, an obstacle to be sur
mounted. Funds of latent energy must
be released.
"The only way is for us to preach a
little anarchism—to raise the individual
to his true stature—as being of infinitely
greater value than the faceless crowd.
There is so much that a few young, de
termined. and energetic anarchists can

do just by choosing the hard-way out o f
the wood."
If these words had been uttered by an
anarchist they would never have been
published by the National Press. But
they were published and because they
are the utterances of a Mr. J. R. T.
Gibson Jarvie, at a luncheon of the
Institute of the Motor Industry held in
London recently.
His subject was
"Youth and the Nameless Age”.
We cannot find much wrong with Mr
Jarvie’s critique of present society. Bui
he wants to use “the energetic anar
chists” and preach “anarchism” (only “s
little", though!) not with the same ends
as those professed by us anarchists. Mr
Jarvie is complaining of living in an ag(
“without fame or fineness”; what must
be done is to encourage young people to
aim at becoming Lord Nuffields—you
know, starting at “bench and lathe” and
“setting themselves a goal, etc. . . . ” .
We share Mr. Jarvie’s cynicism about
the “palliatives” to “ease the pain". We
see it, however, as a means of per
petuating the capitalist system, the class
society of exploiters and exploited. Mr.
Jarvie instead sees it as a threat to the
capitalist system, free enterprise, survival
of the fittest.
Mr. Jarvie, we think knows whal
anarchism means, but in a vague sort ol
way. What he doesn’t realise is thi
effect of letting loose “a few anarchists"
or know just how much “preaching of
anarchism” will do the trick. He might
find that he had released forces which,
as in the case of the Sorcerer's Ap
prentice, he was no longer able to con
trol. And the Motor Industry wouldn't
like that!

portant contributions to revolution
ary economic organisation. They
are insufficiently studied and the
material for such study is altogether
too scarce.
The Boimondau communities are
Vol. 13, No. 4
January 26, 1952 interesting in their comparative
economic success. It will be inter
esting to see whether the criticism
COMMUNITIES
that they ought not to come to
'T H E articles by Mark Holloway terms with capitalist concerns gains
f and Mrs. Edge’s account of the force from any deterioration in their
communities of which Boimondau interior structure. Meanwhile, we
is the chief example, raise many can only draw attention to their
questions of social interest. In this curious use of economic reward as
country, as Mark Holloway pointed an incentive to social usefulness as
out, communities have mostly arisen a feature which most anarchists will
in wartime, out of war conditions. find both morally and theoretically
, It is, therefore, salutary to consider repellent.
From another point of view, how
[some of the implications of the
Tommunity movement outside war ever, it is just this economic experi
ondilions. and therefore with some mentation in practice which gives
these experiments an especial in
Hose of perspective.
■Barbu, the founder of Boimon- terest. A most valuable study
yj. inevitably recalls Robert Owen, could be directed towards the un
^Lancashire factory owner who ravelling of the interplay between
Jjjed such a powerful influence economic inequality, social rewards,
|the English socialist movement, and conduct and morals. ■ There is
vho is remembered in America dearly a danger of a rigidity, even
iy as the inspirer of a number a puritanism here, especially when
tamunity ventures. The paral- it has economic backing, as well as
.eminds us that the community majority social acceptance to back it.
Thas always been a companion
be movements aiming at sociall
pge (Owen also has interesting
through his son Robert Dale
, with the early birth-control
^ment.)
(from a correspondent)
lloway remarked that all cornN e w Y ork.
ties are an inspired criticism of
A MERICAN capitalist groups often
Kg society and defended them “ attack Stalin for strangling artistic
the charge of escapism. But freedom. But U.S. capitalists violate the
civil liberty of artists, writers, actors and
-pth and extent of the implied musicians—who
are denied employment
£sm varies enormously. One on charges of supporting alleged Stalin
enthusiassts who urge the ist or radical movements.
ily for “a demonstration of
And recent events show a trend to
Jdeals in practice”, for whom ward directly imitating Stalin's policy of
telling artists how to paint. In Los
irnal living is both a way ofl Angeles,
city councilmen charged that a
[and a powerful propaganda! city-financed art ’exhibition was Com
■n, but who usually forget that] munist because modern art exponents
propaganda is directly proporl had received prizes.
Not only was modern art called
ri to the success of the experil “Communist”,
but, during the City
Then there are communities Council “investigation”, Council Presi
^ped round a fairly specialised dent Harold Henry said: “One prize
winning exhibit even boldly displayed a
of work—the free-school com
and sickle.” However, it was
Jmides, for example—in which the hammer
discovered that the hammer and sickle
phnuntal aspect is often no more was really a sail boat insigne.
The stifling of artistic freedom in the
- r the expression of a lack of
recently was denounced by
jpital and the sharing out of theatre
Brooks Atkinson, the well-known New
rverty. Such special communities York Times critic. In his column he
venheless possess strength in that blamed the witch hunt spirit inspired by
he basis of association is a common red-baiters like the notorious Senator
McCarthy, Wisconsin Republican.
purpose in work, whereas wartime JoeAtkinson
cited the economic handi
agricultural communities were often
caps of the theatre, which must earn
a s Holloway said, mere aggregations profits for capitalist backers, but he
■of conscientious objectors in the war added I
“If there were any real intellectual
utituation.
or spiritual drive at the core of the
What relation has this diverse contemporary theatre, the wild economics
[movement to the social revolution- would not be the decisive factor.
Nothing materialistic or practical can
f ary movement of today? In con- destroy an art that is vital. But some
i sidering this question one should thing elusive and intangible seems to
remember that in England and have drained the vitality out of the
and perhaps out of other
America, the communities often theatre
American arts as well. No one knows
seek to give satisfaction in work to the reason exactly.
their members. Desirable as this
"Bui could it be that the spiritual
aim is, it inevitably attracts those climate in which we are now living
smothers
all that is really creative, and
who do not achieve such fulfilment that the emphasis
on public expression
in ordinary life, yet it is possible, of all kinds is toward meekness and con
even in our society, to have work formity ? People are playing safe. They
s^jich is fulfilling and useful, and hesitate to say what they think. The in
and artistic life of the country
through which an individual can in tellectual
has been flattened out.
fluence those around him. This
‘‘The ignorant heresy-hunting and the
often unrecognised factor in com bigoted character assassination that have
munities reinforces the tendency for acquired the generic title of McCarthyism are succeeding. The hoodlums are
the movement to appeal to those in
control here as well as in Russia, and
who sec in h a possible solution to j the theatre begins to look as Insipid in
the difficulties of their personal
lives. It is considerations of this
kind that make Mark Holloway's
insistence on selection necessary.
But such insistence clashes with DRESS and radio throughout Germany
certain social aims of the com * Ust month reported that the editor
munities. If one is to see in them of a newspaper in Bremen and his
stenographer were killed in his office,
an alternative mode of life and and
seven other persons seriously
production from that offered by wounded by a bomb which was in a
capitalism, it is desirable that it parcel sent by post.
The police started a frantic country
should both appeal to ordinary men
search for the criminals, mobilised
and women and also be practicable wide
press and radio and, where possible, the
for their qualities and attainment. public as well, but nobody was found.
It took the slanderous German press
It should not be a ratified existence
and the newspaper Hamburger
for the few. In this respect there agency,
A bendblaft to accuse the anarchists of
is a marked contrast both with the the crime, The newspaper published the
early nineteenth century Irish pea cunning repun of the news agency on
sant Community at Ralahine with this crime: The special police com
the peasant workers collectives set up mission "S” (not to be confused with
former "SS.“) is at present following
during the Spanish war. These were the
up dues which lead to the conclusion
based on local populations and were that the criminals are to be found In
not minority concerns operating anarchist circles. 'Hie parcel In which
principles of narrow selection in the bomb was sent has in the meantime
examined by experts of ths Ham
choice of members. The Spanish hceu
burg police, and it saems to be evident
collectives constitute the most im that whoever sent the bomb and packed

L A W
HERE ain’t no justice” may sound
an outmoded clichd of the tubthumper to those optimists who think
that every man has the same chances in
the eyes of the law, and especially now
that legal aid, like false teeth and toupees,
is provided free of charge. But in fact
money still counts in the administration
of justice whether this word is viewed
from the legal or the social angles. As
one lawyer once told me, "You get as
much law as you can afford to pay for.
If you have £100 to spend you will get
a hundred poundsworth of law; a £1,000
will buy you a thousand pounds worth.”
You see, for the lawyer, law is a com
modity like meat is for the butcher, and
pictures for the art dealer.

T

And last week there were cases in
the courts which showed how money
speaks in the case of justice in its wider,
social, sense.
At the Old Bailey, a 49-year-old man
appeared in the dock of whom it was
said that in the past 32 years he had
spent 29 in jail. He had started his
criminal career in 1916, that is when he
was thirteen years old. His crime was
stealing cakes. He graduated through
Borstal, took to burglary and in 1930
shot at the police. He is without doubt
a desperate man. Released last July,
after serving an eighty-years sentence for
armed robbery passed on him in 1945,
he now returns to 12 years preventive
detention for threatening a police officer

C u ltu re C ontro l in U.S.

Blam ing

the

the one place as in the other. (My em
phasis.—J.L.)
“No one can create art without look
ing into the bottom of his private soul
and reporting the truths he finds there.
Things that are expedient are not art if,
in fact, they are anything at all. Art is
frank, first of all . . . Some of our
greatest artists have been in opposition
to the intellectual and cultural life of
their periods and they spoke up like men
of insight and courage. Aristophanes,
Ibsen, Strindberg, Tolstoy, Chekhov,
Shaw, O’Casey and O’Neil were not
content to give lip service to mediocrity.
For it is the nature of great artists to be
more alive than most people are: to have
more imagination, keener eyes and more
passionate convictions.
“We cannot expect to have vital art
in our theatre if we emulate totalitarian
countries and yield the control of cul
tural life to hoodlums,” declared the
New York Times critic.
The anti-cultural totalitarianism of
Communists and American capitalists
should aause artistic workers to oppose
both war camps.
J ohn L oeb .

OT

with a loaded revolver. The press report
give no details of this man’s background.
“Stealing cakes” might indicate the
economic situation in his childhood, and
one can surmise that each time this man
has been released from prison his record
has followed him, making it almost
impossible for him to obtain or keep
a job; and the few pounds the Dis
charged Prisoners Aid put in his pocket
provided him with food and shelter for
a few days. Then what? No friends,
no trade, no job . . . the only alternative
is to try again and hope he won’t be
caught.
But there is no hope for men
like him; and no justice, for in fact
society never lets him “expiate his sins”.
His past is always the barrier to his re
habilitation. All society can do is to
send him to Preventive Detention, a
sentence which can, under the new
Criminal Justice Act, be passed only on
persons over 30 years of age, who have
three previous convictions on indictment
and if the court “is satisfied that it is
expedient for the protection of the public
to do so”. No more “corrective train
ing”; he is now a “persistent offender”,
an enemy of society beyond redemption
and all society is interested in is to keep
him locked up for as long as is legally
possible. And for the next 12 years (for
there is no remission for good conduct
in a Preventive Detention prison) society
will sleep in peace. Will no consciences
be disturbed by the way we treat the
misfits in our society?

One is reminded also of the ironic
reversal of policy in one area of the
Belgian Congo where visitors instead of
being welcomed with open arms are for
bidden to enter. It is the Shinkolobwe
area which is rich in uranium, and

A narchists
the parcel was an expert with experience
in Inc production of explosives for acts
of sabotage.
That was the judgment of the police
force, the majority of whose officers
were once In tlic service of Hitler, and
in whose service arrested anarchists and
handed them over to ths Gestapo, which
took “care” of tlism in their way.
And the Yellow Press rendered the
same service to the police as It did In
the case of Sacco and Vaiuciti, and the
martyrs of Chicago, etc., etc., by casting
suspicion, without proof, on innocent
persons. Ten days after this lying
article appeared In the press, the criminal
was found. He is anything but an
anarchist. He is a young nobleman who
is, it seems, suffering from megalomania.
He had asked the editor several times for
a job as a reporter, hut the editor had
refused to give him the job because he
had not the necessary experience.
To revenge himself for the imugintry
iniuli to his self-esteem, the young man
killed the editor.
C aim Lancer.

honest practice—and that he has done.
In his opening remarks, Mr. Harris
Counsel asked: “If a man has com
mitted a criminal offence, and has been
punished for it, ought he not to have
the opportunity of turning oyer a new
leaf, and leading an honest life?”
No one will disagree with these senti
ments. But the operative word here is
“opportunity”. Mr. Harris had that
"opportunity”, so did Mr. Hatry. When
they came out of jail they knew that
their immediate future, at least, was
secure, that they would not have to
spend their nights in a Rowton House
and take their meals in cheap caf£s. In
the case of Mr. Harris he was even able
to make good in the very business which
had been the scene for his primes. That,
indeed, is justice,

as this Old Bailey case closed,
AND
one opened in the High Court which

was bound to receive publicity. Mr.
Leopold Harris was claiming damages
from ar solicitor for slander. Now, Mr.
Harris, who was a Fire Insurance
assessor, was involved in a particularly
sordid case nearly twenty years ago. He
was convicted on 10 counts of con
spiracy to commit arson and on 13
counts of attempting to obtain money by
putting up false claims to insurers, and
sentenced to 14 years penal servitude.
He served seven years of his sentence, but
during this time, his wife and two sons
“stood by him” as his Counsel put it
and founded a firm of fire insurance
assessors, so that when he emerged from
prison he was able firstly to obtain his
discharge from bankruptcy and then to
become a partner in the firm started by
his family.
Now, some ten years
since his release, his Counsel is able to
tell the Court that, “to-day his firm is
one of the largest—if not the largest—
fire assessor businesses in London.
“He acts for the Midland Bank,
Lloyds Bank, Barclays Bank, and indi
vidual companies whose names are
household words. That, of course,
could only be done by scrupulously

V ERBO TEN -KEEP
TJAR from the late Ernest Bevin’s wish
|s being realised that travelling to any
part of the world should be released
from ail the present paraphernalia of
visas, passports and currency, an added
obstacle to the “freedom of travel” is
the growing number of areas of the
world which are so important in the war
preparations programme that they are
being closed to foreign visitors. In
Russia a list of forbidden areas was first
issued in 1948. Last week a supplement
ary list was sent to all Embassies, and
contains a further 22 cities not pre
viously banned. These include Kharkov,
Vitebsk, Stalinsk, Kirovograd, Omsk and
Tomsk.

JU STICE

OUT

N ™ try to imagine the position of
that “violent and dangerous crim
inal” either last July or in 12 years time
when he will once more be thrust out
into the hostile world. What “oppor
tunities” will be offered to him to “make
good”? What friends or family does he
possess who will be building up a nice
little business for when he comes out?
There will be no business for him and
no job. A few weeks at large, always
watched by the police, and he will be
back again—for good this time.

'•pHERE is a third case, of a 36-yearold man who obtained £200 from
a bank with a . forged cheque. He has
since repaid £65 and offered to realise
his Insurance policy and repay the
balance. But of course the Law in its
Majesty is not concerned with the money
involved and the judge sent him to
prison for fifteen months. Passing sen
tence, he said the prisoner had 12
previous convictions but for nine years,
from 1943 until this cheque offence, he
had gone straight. "The worst thing
you probably did was to fall out with
your wife, whom you married in 1944
just after you began to go straight.”
It was the judge’s concluding remarks,
however, which expose the real rotten
ness, and inhumanity of the system: "I
hope this is not going to crush you, and
I hope you will make an effort to go
straight again.”
In other words, the judge was expres
sing a feeling that sending this man to
prison would undo all the good of
“going straight” for nine years; that in
fact prison makes criminals. But “justice”
demands that the Law be vindicated!
L ib e r t a r ia n .

L E T T E R FROM
PARIS

where five Europeans were arrested last
week.
a
s
*
^ ‘For Paris is playing a game.
Then of course there is the ever
Not only in publishers’ offices but
growing encroachment on open spaces
still more so in the most serious, not
by the War Office who need vast areas
to test their guns and their bombs, and \to say the most official, of settings.
from which the public is excluded. At
Paris plays at opulence while the
the present time they have their eyes on
11,202 acres in Caernarvon to be con franc goes down. It plays at build
verted into a vast military training
ing a palace for UNO while recon
ground. The area threatened is more
than one-tenth of the total amount of struction is stopped for lack of
cultivable land in the county of Caernar m oney : plays with military head
von. It is intensively cultivated in small
quarters without enough soldiers,
farms, 244 of which are involved. Two
and gambles on the piastre while
out of three of its cattle are attested,
Indo-China goes rotten. In the
against the average of one in three for
the whole country. Last year, it pro corridors of the Bourse, the temple
duced 9,000 lambs besides beef, eggs,
of the last Faith, you can sec the
poultry, and potatoes.
‘Shanghai Tramways' surreptitiously
Feeling is very strong in Wales over
laying down lines in the forests of
this proposed “English invasion" and a
protest meeting of more than 2,000 people
the Congo, the rubber trees of Indowas held last week at Pwlilheli at which
China bleeding in the Cameroons,
dozens of telegrams of support were read
1 out including one from a group of and the mining companies of DocLap boring tlieir shafts in the heart
quarrymen which said, “Wishing you
every success. Hope it will not be of Oubangui. It is a game, a dance,
necessary to light another fire in Lleyn."
a quadrille of hard and soft cur
This was a reference to another occasion
rencies going through the motions of
before the war, when Welsh nationalists
prudence and recession. To a back
tel light to an aerodrome located in
that area.
ground of bugles— if M. Mauriac
*
•
*
was a poet we might have had a new
In how many directions are our free
Deroulhie— can be heard odd
doms being whittled down in preparation
phrases'. ‘We will fight to the last
for the "war for fredom” ! One is tempted
to suggest that just as the first world war
ditch. That's why I have re-invested
was “the war to end all wars” so the
next one could be called “the war to end everything in Morocco . .
ail freedom” and we should not be far
"It is a curious game, if it were
off the mark.

A M odern Robin Mood
The Israeli police are searching for a
man in u long grey coat who last night
robbed a hank of £10,000, hired a taxi
lo an immigrants' camp, and distributed
the money in £5 and £10 notes. He told
the immigrants: "You ure hard up and
need the money.” He later went to
another camp and gave away more notes.
•—Reuter.

not heart-breaking for those who
know the rules, a mixture of politics
. and business. Even literature does
not escape. Even the big publishers
are buying up chains of bokshops in
Africa; the big firms are dividing up
as they did before, half-Vichy, halfLondon; the chips are down, rien ne
va plus,"
—Pierre Seghers’ Letter from Paris
( World Review, Jan. 1952)
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W H O W A N T S TO R E A D
METERS, A N Y W A Y ?
HE comment on the London
electricity meter readers" strike in the
last issue of F reedom , raises questions
beyond those which it deals with. If
your sources of information are correct
(that there is to be one supervisor at
£11 a week to go round with each of
the 700 meter readers), the London
Electricity Board's wages bill will go up
by £40,000 a year (not counting the
additional wages clerks and administra
tive officials required to deal with
another 700 men).
But what is stop the meter reader and
his supervisor from going off to the
pictures or a cafe together! Only
supervisors for the supervisors, and
these, in view of their more exalted rank,
would have to be paid more than £11
a week. Who knows where such a super
visory pyramid would end? I do not
believe that the employment of super
visors is intended to be permanent, but
it is easy to see how electricity supply
like most other industries is over
burdened by a multiplicity of useless
jobs.
It is not for us to suggest how the
L.E.B. can give meter readers a pride
in their jobs and a resolution to break
' all previous records in meter reading,
because we think it an unproductive and
socially useless job. But this itself is
begging the question. If electricity was
transformed into a “free” social service,
we should no doubt waste it to such an
extent that there would be power-cuts
all day long, arid the same thing is
likely if, like our water supply, we had
it on a flat-rate, we should waste it just
as we waste water. Which brings us
back to the need for meters, and con
sequently meter readers.
Now the idea of an anarchist society
based on the existence of an abundance
of goods and services—“take what you
like"', which Malatesta criticised in his
most interesting article on Kropotkin,
though a pleasant thought seems very
■remote indeed, and if we are trying to
think in practical terms, we have to think ,
in terms of making the meter readers
redundant in society, not in the sense
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that the L.E.B. and the Ministry of
Labour is interested in, but in the sense
that a free society cannot condemn its
members to such a dreary and unpro
ductive livelihood. (It may be a healthy
job with plenty of changes of scenery,
but life is short, and it's a pity to spend
it poking about in the cupboard under
the stairs).
And so we come round to the moral
problem (or if you won’t accept the word
'moral", the problem of enlightened selfinterest). If we are to be free we must
be responsible, we must not waste the
resources which are provided by nature
and the productive efforts of men. But
the various campaigns against waste
which are made in present-day society
get a very slight response, which isn’t
surprising since the reason why they are
made is so that more effort and materials
can go into exports or armament indus
tries, the most complete and conspicuous
waste of all. To develop an abhorrence
of waste, when it doesn’t hit you in the
pocket needs a social attitude which
values human efforts and consequently
values human beings. We can only
make meters and meter reading un
necessary by developing such an attitude.
London.
C.M.B.
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article on the “Compulsive
Drinker”, published in the New
Republic and reprinted by the Man
chester Guardian, supplies additional
statistical and other material in con
nection with my article on “Drinking in
this Age of Anxiety” (Freedom, 19/1/52).
According to the writer, “about four
million Americans are in the group
whose drinking habits are beyond their
own control; half of them are in in
dustry”. In addition, there are perhaps
two or three million more “close to the
borderline”.
The Yale Centre of Alcohol Studies, in
seeking the causes of alcoholism, discards
the startling suggestions which have been
put forward in recent years that it is
hereditary or an allergy or mal
functioning of the glands. Instead, “the
only trait they are sure all alcoholics
share is the uncontrollable impulse to
gain relief through drinking from
psychological and physiological states of
anxiety and frustration”.
“For a real cure it is highly desirable
that the individual should find out what
is the frustration, anxiety or insecurity
(or group of them) that has caused him

man tends to decentralise, and to unite
through the consciousness of each indi
vidual. The culmination of this tendency
would be the ideal anarchy—a perfect
through equal consciousness (sense
of right) in each.. . . , All force would
disappear.”
London, Jxtn. 11.
e .A.

to seek to escape into alcohol-induced
unreality. He will begin to be well when,
voluntarily, he will select a way of life
—physical, emotional, and social—that
precludes the compelling need of such an
anaesthetic.”
London, Jan. 20.
R.

DISCUSSION GROUP IN
SYDNEY, A U ST R A L IA ?

TN your issue of Jan. 5th, you define
x Anarchism and its aims. “Men can
live together in mutual assistance and
freedom . . . and “act according to
one s sense of right, not simply accord
ing to the herd".
I am reminded of the writings of the
Dutch philosopher, Van Eeden: “Centralised organisation needs force, but

CEVERAL young men and women in
^
the Sydney, N.S.W. area wish to
form a group. The general idea is that
it should start off as a discussion group
and gradually develop into an active
anarchist body. Anyone in the Sydney
district who is intereeted should write
to: Roger Whitehead, 242, West Botany
Street, Banksia, Rockdale, N.S.W.

SYNDICALIST

COTTON
A
SUB-COMMITTEE reprewnlirg
-1 employers and trade unions has been
set up in Manchester to consider the diffi
culties arising from the recent award of
a second week’s paid holiday for cotton
workers.
It is almost amusing to see what diffi
culties can be foreseen in a capitalist
economy by those who think they are
going to suffer by this simple granting
of an extra week's holiday.
For example, the Federation of Hotels
and Boarding-house Association has pro
tested that the extended holiday will
have an adverse effect on the Lancashire
resorts, as the extra week may persuade
cotton workers to travel farther for their
holidays instead of visiting the traditional
resorts on the North-west Coast.
In Lancashire, cotton workers’ holi
days are taken in what is known as
“wakes” weeks, when all the factories in
a town close down together, and special
trains are run to resorts such asi Black
pool and Southport. Since Lancashire
mills towns are virtually one-industry
towns, when the mills close down and
the cotton workers make their annual
holiday exodus, it leaves the town
“dead”. Therefore the shopkeepers close
down, too, havihg their holidays at the
same time.
Now, people outside the cotton in
dustry, but living in mill towns, are afraid
that they will be deprived of shopping
facilities for a fortnight, which may
mean at least inconvenience in these
days of small rations and "short supplies.
The employers, to, have their prob
lems, and the main one is how to over
come absenteeism through married

“But even the greateit luxury which
Soviet life could offer to the highest
officials of the N.K.V.D. scarcely com
pensated (hem for the nerve-shattering
nature of their work. . . . Hardly any
of the examining officials, perhaps only
the simplest, fully believed in the
prisoners' guilt. Most of them told

Orwell takes us ay step further;
he shows us a ruling clique which
has got over its infancy, which has
realised the fundamental nature of
its Own appetite.
“The Party seeks power entirely for its
own sake. We are not interested in the
good of others; wc arc interested solely
in power. Not wealth or luxury or long
life or happiness; only power, pure
power. What pure power means you will
understand presently. We are differenl
from all the oligarchies of the past in
that we know what we are doing. All
the others, even those who resembled
ourselves, were cowards and hypocrites
The German Nazis and the Russian
Communists came very close to us in
their methods, but they never had the
courage to recognise their own motives.
They pretended perhaps they even be
lieved, that they had seized power un
willingly and for a limited time, and that
just round the corner there lay a paradise
where human beings would be free and
equal. We are not like that. We know
that no one ever seizes power with the
intention of relinquishing it. Power is
not a means, it is an end. One does not
establish a dictatorship in order to safe
guard | revolution; one makes the revo
lution in order to establish the dictator-

W

E ditors .]

H O LID A Y S

WORKERS

C O T T O N W ORKERS
SH O R T-TIM E

ON

TF present trends continue, not many
8 cotton workers will be able to take
advantages of their extra week’s holiday.
Mills in Birtwistle, Blackburn, Darwen,
Haslingden, Nelson and other mill
towns have announced that they are
going on short time.
Unemployment is still on the increase"
in the textile industries. Ministry of
Labour figures show a decrease of total

‘ C o n tin u e d fro m p . 2

case of simple people, or those whose themselves that they were confronted ship. The object of persecution is per
occupation
or
character suggested with ‘enemies of the people’ and duti secution. The object of torture is
greater powers, of resistance, such as fully carried out their task of extorting torture. The object of power is power.
soldiers or officials of the N.K.V.D. itself. confessions, knowing that the accused Now do you begin to understand me?”
“Beating was by far the most frequent were lying and that their ‘legends’ were
—Nineteen Eighty-four.
of the violent methods employed. In untrue, but convinced all the same that
there
must
be
‘something
in
it’.
The
No
clearer
indictment of the
milder cases it was done with the hand,
but in most cases improvised objects cynics, who knew perfectly well what was trend of modern politics than this
were used for the purpose, among which happening, were rather the exception; has ever been written, and we must
broken-off chair-legs played the chief the over-whelming majority repressed
role. It was no accident that more all doubts about the rightness of what face the fact that just ,as the
suitable implements, such as whips or they were doing. They never asked primitive Leninism of the early
rubber truncheons, were not provided. themselves any awkward questions, be 1920s has logically developed into
Also the fact that only the examining cause the answers would have brought the Stalinism of to-day, so—if it
magistrates or their assistants did the their whole universe tumbling about
beating, and never the prison staff, indi 'their ears. Meanwhile, they continued continues to live—it will develop
cated a desire to maintain the fiction doing what was required of them, partly into the maturity pictured in
that beating was not a regulation method, out of loyalty to the Soviet cause, partly Orwell’s book. It is important to
but was only carried out at the whim of out of ambition, lack of civil courage remember that the Power-State of
and, not least, because of fear of being
the individual magistrate.”
arrested themselves. Thus one had the Russia is no peculiar feature in the
— Russian Purge.
curious picture of a country living in modern world. The desire for ab
This is in clear contrast to the terror of an organisation the members’ solute power is endemic in every
methods of the Thought Police en of which could not enjoy the fruits of State to-day; the horror which we
their power, because they lived in terror
visaged by Orwell, which are nearer themselves.
The N.K.V.D. lived in witness in Russia will perhaps be
to those of the Hitlerite S.S. who terror of the special department, the worse if the same concentration of
glorified in truncheons, steel rods members of which themselves lived power becomes vested in a capitalist
and whips. Orwell also makes the in terror of a change in their-superiors, State. Even to-day there are fea
their downfall.”
distinction between the ruffianly which would bring about
tures of greater brutality in the
—Russian Purge.

louts who tortured for the joy of it
—the uniformed guards who had
the “softening up” of the prisoners
in their charge, and the “Party
intellectuals, little rotund men with
quick movements and flashing spec
tacles, who worked on him in re
lays,” who applied Ihp psychological
torture.
Orwells’ book fills one with u
sense of horror, a sense of a com
pleteness of doom, which makes any
future seem attractive in contrast
to the blank eternity of puin in
Nineteen Eighty-four. Beck and
Godin's book about Russia, on the
other hand, fills one with a sense of
sadness and pity. In describing the
police organisation, which rules,
exploits and maims the whole of
Russia, they make this point: —

E certainly enjoy the paper and
pass on our old copies. While
that's not much help to you financially,
you do have more readers in this part
of the world than you might think and
have caused many lively discussions.
Arizona.
& YA.
[Even less use to us would be to have
money and no readers! It is encourag
ing to hear from readers that they pass
on their old copies of F reedom . Better
still would be to get those who have ‘
been reading the old copies to subscribe,
so that the old copies may be used for
contacting other potential readers!—

NOTEBOOK

couples who both work having different
holiday dates and therefore tending to
have two holidays (one paid, one un
paid) in order to go away together. This
does not arise if husband and wife both
work in the same town in the same
industry, but if they work in different
industries or adjacent towns, they may
well have different holiday dates.
To get round this, the employers and
unions are considering the grouping of
towns, so that a whole group of neigh
bouring towns closes down for the same
same fortnight.
How unnecessarily complicated we
make our lives by our stupid economic
system! In a free society the Blackpool
landladies would not have to worry
about possible loss of business (we don’t
think they have much to worry about
now, anyway, since even if some workers
do go somewhere else, others will be
staying twice as long!) and if industry
and food distribution were controlled by
a confederation -of labour with the aim
of satisfying society’s needs, fears of
shops closing down could be easily
overcome.

T h e R e a lity of D ictato rsh ip

MAKING GOOD USE O F
T H E IR COPIES OF
FREEDOM

army and police of America, than
in Russia where the cruder ex
cesses of violence are often held in
check by the curious mystique of
Bolshevism.
Neither Beck and Goden nor
George Orwell have concerned
themselves with holding out any
hope for the future of Russia or of
humanity in their books. For this
we must be grateful. These authors
were apparently too intelligent to
believe in the stock bourgeoise illu
sion of democracy and they have
left us with nothing but a masterly
analysis on the one hand, and an
inspired
imaginative book—one
might almost say a prophetic work
—on the other. Such works as
these strengthen our conviction that
only by struggling directly for the
maximum of freedom from all
authoriturian institutions can we
hope to preserve the best in' our
own lives and ensure the continued
existence of humanity.
G.

y /i
employed of 7,000 between NovemberJ
12th and December 10th, and January!]
figures are expected to show the jfencl
continuing.
In the clothing trade, 10,000 less. wCm J
employed. The total figure fo fl
employed stood at 302,956 on Dec. 1QE

GRUM BLE— NOW !
T"\URING our brief inglorious eg
sion into “Socialism”, the Consttive Housewives’ League carried o l
deliberate whispering campaign of 11
grievance. Since October, presu^T
because of the sensational improva!
in our rations, they have fallen stranj
silent.
Now it’s the turn of the other L
During Labour’s reign, the Trade U n it
most active work was for loyalty to!
Government. Now we read in*
January circular to members ofl
Boilermakers’ Society, from Mr.
Hill, the general secretary; “LabouR
porters should get cracking rightlal
organising a campaign of grumblef
growl. They should protest againM _
increased living costs, shortage o f ^ H
and consumer goods, the lik elih o ^ T
interference with and worsening of sd
insurance benefits, and the incre^
number of houses to be built fo rj
instead of rent.”
Surely all but the last item could I
been just as heartily grumbled at bqk
October 25th?
Pa
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